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Abstract: This paper discusses the architecture and preliminary design of an Unmanned Aerial Vehi-
cle (UAV), whose actual operative scenario and required performances drive its flying configuration.
The UAV is a multirotor and can be adapted to be used as a tricopter, a quadcopter, a hexacopter,
and an octocopter: the number (and consequent arrangement) of the arms modify its performance.
Customization is combined with the concept of additive manufacturing, as all components are
designed to be produced in Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF). This approach does not limit the
application scenarios of the drone; it is instead a further push in the direction of customization,
as it permits continuous upgrades over time. The paper simulates four scenarios and discusses
how to optimize performances such as payload, thrust-to-weight ratio, efficiency, flight time, and
maximum speed through suitable configurations. Avionic components already available on the
market integrate into a customizable and adaptable frame. This analysis reveals the most severe
conditions for the structure, and conducts a structural validation of its performance. Validating the
functional use of FFF-produced parts is challenging due to the anisotropic behavior of the parts.
However, some structural elements are thin-walled and enjoy being printed with a 100% linear infill.
A simplified approach to those elements has already been proposed and validated through a parallel
with UniDirectional Composites, whose 2D testing procedures and methodologies have been derived
and adapted. An FEA of some elements of the frame is conducted, using shell elements to discretize
the geometry. A proper definition of their mechanical response is possible because the constitutive
model is not isotropic a priori but reflects the behavior of the finished parts. The tensile strength
variability in the material reference system is high: a component-by-component comparison proves
the design to be adequate and measured to the surrounding conditions; however, it highlights the
absence of a defined failure criterion.

Keywords: multilayered polymeric parts; finite element analysis; UAV; drone; multirotor; additive
manufacturing

1. Introduction

The interest in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and their employment is constantly
expanding. Their application and, consequently, their characteristics are very different;
they have a range of uses spanning from hobby to military purposes [1]. Multirotors UAVs
are of particular interest because they can take off vertically, keep themselves in a fixed
position in space (hovering), feature great agility, and move at significant speeds. They
have an extended range of dimensions, from micro aircraft, of only a few centimeters,
to aircraft weighting up to 2000 kg [2].

The continuous development of avionic components and their miniaturization has
increasingly expanded the type of missions in which these aircraft can be used [3,4]. Appli-
cation includes areas such as aerial, amateur or professional, photography, surveillance [5]
and inspection services [6], and search and rescue missions [7]. Recently, some commercial
operators have been testing their application to logistics networks. The design process of a
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UAV is explicitly driven by mission requirements, which more specifically translate into
performance requirements that the aircraft must deliver. Multirotors base their operation on
a set of propellers driven by an equal number of motors joined to a rigid airframe. The flight
management strategy relies on sensors and electronic speed controllers; differential control
of the individual thrust generated by each propeller allows the control of all the degrees of
freedom and all flight maneuvers [8]. Sizing the performances of the propulsion system
components and choosing them is a crucial step; their interdependence not only allows
lifting and moving the UAV but also results in flight performances. An even number of
engines characterizes the most common configurations [9], and therefore an even number
of propellers, arranged on the same plane. As a general guideline, a higher number of
propellers increases the reliability of the UAV [10], and at the same time, the load capacity.
However, a higher number of thrusters affect flight time. Each propeller develops a force
perpendicular to its plane, which translates into a moment matched to the core. The distri-
bution of forces and moments depends on the geometric arrangement of the elements of
the propulsion system, and affects the flight performance and the possibility of surviving
an actuator failure. Controllability in critical conditions needs to be evaluated, weighing
the risk of losing the aircraft and the payload. Payload capacity is a crucial aspect for some
applications; however, increasing it leads to a decrease in agility and maneuverability due
to the parallel increase in inertia [11]. This cannot always be tolerated because specific
applications require rapid response capacity [12] and robustness to external actions. As an-
ticipated, the electronics, the propulsion system, and the batteries (in general, the drive)
must be effectively sustained by a frame, designed and validated to support all the inertial
and non-inertial loads the UAV will undergo during each mission. The most common
designs feature a central case/core, from which several arms branch off. Each arm houses
a motor at its tip and can be connected to the body with a more or less extended fillet or be
decidedly cantilevered. In this configuration the frame undergoes different stresses: the
torque generated by the engine, the bending at the arm root, any impact on landing are just
some of them [13]. Additive manufacturing brings undoubted economic and design bene-
fits to aerospace applications because it allows iterating the design/manufacturing process
until reaching the geometry best fitting the project specifications [14]. Aluminum, carbon
fiber, glass fiber, and various polymers are some examples of commonly used materials.
The design requirements are, as a rule, meant to reduce the weight, to increase the payload
while maintaining a fair stiffness, to limit excessive deformations under load. Presently,
the advancements and diffusion of Computer Assisted Design (CAD) systems, even among
end-users, coupled with the ease of access to additive manufacturing technologies and
Rapid Prototyping, have allowed a large community of enthusiastic creators to become
passionate about the world customized UAVs and experimental. Several examples are
reported in the literature:

• the UPenn Piccolissimo drone [15], the smallest flying vehicle designed by the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania; it features a single propeller, but a spinning body, which has
been produced in 3D printable polymer;

• the X VEIN drone [16], an open-source project developed for disaster response. It
features a lattice structure, which results from a topologic optimization and takes
advantage of the additive strategy for its evolutive shape;

• the Tundra-M drone [17], a quadcopter whose central body and arms are produced
via Selective Laser Sintering (SLS); this gave the opportunity to iterative optimize its
geometry looking for extreme flight conditions scenarios;

• the Iris+ drone [18], whose frame parts can be printed via Fused Filament Fabrication
(FFF) and assembled by the final users, together with the electronics provided by the
designing company;

• the Skeleton X-14 drone [19], a quadcopter with an FFF-printable single-piece body,
home built by the final user, whose peculiar design allows a partial view of the interior
components.
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Polymers can suit well the UAV context [20,21]. The limited loads and moderate
dimensions of the frames make those parts compatible with FFF-processed polymers; in the
view of final components manufacturing, the compliance of the design performance criteria
needs to be validated. Any part designed for aeronautical applications imposes a fragile
balance between the regulated safety limits and the minimization of the operational weight
due to the demanding need for lightweight frames [22]. The mechanical validation of the
structural performance of printed parts is an open-ended obstacle [23]. The processing
parameters [24] as well as the suite that generated the toolpath [25] affect the mechanical
performance of the parts. Even having established those variables, a part-to-part variation
and an intra-part variation complicate the analysis and add up to an anisotropic response
under load [26]. The 100% linear infill strategy simplifies mechanical characterization and
analysis because it traces the anisotropic behavior back to a mild orthotropy. Overlapped
layers and filament deposited along with defined directions induce an overall directionality
in the mechanical properties [27], to be taken into account to assess how the part behaves
under load. The feedstock material properties are unreliable; they significantly differ
from those of the finished part [28]. A satisfactory prediction of the performance of the
part is possible only if the material constitutive model reflects the actual behavior of
the components.

This paper focuses on PoliDrone, a modular UAV built through FFF. Its preliminary
design received a comprehensive but initial discussion in [29]; this work presented the
motivation and discussed the platform by proposing the preliminary geometrical design
of the components. They reflected the principle of customization, but they had not yet
undergone any iterative optimization process. The authors speculated several application
scenarios in anticipation of discussing the flight performance; this result was followed by a
prior optimization work on the geometry of the elements in [30]. Both works successfully
described the structural components from a functional point of view but highlighted how
further, and more profound optimization was necessary to limit the frame weight. In previ-
ous work [31], the authors validated a macromechanical approach to the problem, allowing
an excellent prediction of the behavior of parts under load. The mission performances of the
drone are the starting point for an application example of this approach. The elements of
the arms are the investigated frame components; their shape fits the preliminary validated
application field of the method.

2. Design of a Modular Drone

The key and innovative feature of this UAV falls into the idea of customization.
The design and architecture of the drone are not unique and fixed a priori; the choice
between different options is left to the end-user, which is driven by the operative scenario
and by the required performance. The patented [32] idea involves a multirotor geometry,
with customizable arms, motors, and propellers number. This idea implies that the user
can customize the design of the aircraft: following the mission requirements, the UAV
configuration can be adjusted to optimize performances such as payload, thrust-to-weight
ratio, efficiency, flight time, and maximum speed. Figure 1 shows an example of the
architecture in detail.

The body consists of a primary and central element with circular symmetry. The archi-
tecture provides that all the avionics, such as the Flight Control Unit (FCU), GPS antenna,
electronics, and battery are housed inside to make this possible. From its assembly derives
an external track, which runs in a circumferential direction on its outer perimeter. The UAV
arms are grafted onto this track in a variable number between 3 and 8: it is up to the
end-user to select their number. Each one can be equipped with a single motor (S) on the
upper side; a second rotor can also be added to the lower side, thus switching to a double
(D) configuration. Furthermore, it is possible to add an inflatable component for each arm
to ensure a water landing or shock absorption in challenging scenarios involving the risk
of hard landings, which turns the configuration into an amphibious (A) one. This work
narrows the analysis to the defined set of designs listed below:
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• S3A-C: Single motor // 3 Arms Configuration,
• S4A-C: Single motor // 4 Arms Configuration,
• S6A-C: Single motor // 6 Arms Configuration,
• S8A-C: Single motor // 8 Arms Configuration.

The four configurations are also detailed in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Graphic rendering of the PoliDrone UAV in the S4A-C configuration: four arms with a
single motor/propeller each.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the setups considered in the design phase. The elements in
these figures are not in scale. (a) S3A-C. (b) S4A-C. (c) S6A-C. (d) S8A-C.

In all these configurations, the spatial arrangement of the arms cannot be random but
is predetermined to ensure stability and allow an effective flight control strategy. Twelve
anchor points are arranged in the perimeter direction; a table guides the final user in their
positioning. The arms are a sort of external plug-and-play device to simplify the user
experience. For this reason, in addition to housing the engine and propeller, each arm
carries the Electronic Stability Control (ESC) and is equipped with a dedicated socket to
connect them to the central element. A complementary socket is present in each anchor
point of the central element. Once a new arm has been installed and connected, the control
unit evaluates the arms number and spatial arrangement. If this corresponds to a valid
configuration, it automatically updates the flight management strategy.

2.1. Design Requirements

The possibility to modify the UAV configuration (that is, the number of arms, therefore
of engines and propellers) represents a crucial challenge for the architecture design. This
challenge reflects on the structure through a scheme based on a universal main structure,
fitting each setup. This shrewdness makes the assembly and disassembly simple operations
to the final user. Such modularity can be achieved if:
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• all configurations work with the same avionics, electronics, propulsion system, and battery,
• the control unit is designed to identify and manage all the setups,
• the battery is adequately sized for all the configurations.

The choice of avionics, electronics, propulsion system, and batteries considers the
performance of each setup. Requiring the end-user to replace some elements between a con-
figuration and another would contrast the modularity requirement. A further fundamental
parameter in the architecture definition is the UAV maximum take-off weight (MTOW).
The Italian regional regulations on UAV operations published by the Civil Aviation Author-
ity (ENAC) sorts drones in terms of their weight, providing significant simplifications if
the MTOW is less than 2 kg. The "Remotely piloted aerial vehicles Regulation" [33] reads:

Remotely piloted aircraft system (RPAS) specialized operations with remotely
piloted aircraft (RPA) with an operating take-off mass of less than or equal to
2 kg are to be considered non-critical in any operative scenario, providing that
the RPA design criteria and manufacturing techniques result in harmless features
that shall be verified in advance by ENAC or by an organization recognized by
ENAC.

The attempt to fall back into this category requires careful evaluation but brings with it
considerable simplifications. The maximum weight includes that of the payload. However,
the latter cannot be assumed a priori, as this choice would limit the possibility of the final
user to adapt the UAV to its intended use. Thus, a fundamental requirement is to reduce
the weight of the components to a minimum, leaving adequate clearance for the payload.

2.2. Definition of the Components

The elements of a UAV can be summarized as follows:

• propellers,
• DC brushless motors,
• electronic speed controls (ESC),
• Li-Po battery,
• control unit,
• frame.

This section is devoted to studying the avionic components; Section 3 will discuss the
frame in detail. Defining avionics is a delicate task, as each choice has repercussions on
the overall project and limits the selection of the other parts. This research relied on the
comprehensive database of commercial components available in XcopterCalc, searched
through specific filters and wizards. The order of the discussion is hierarchical, as all
choices affected the following ones. In the first instance, the choice concerned the elements
delimited by external pre-requirements only.

2.2.1. Propeller Design

Dimensional and efficiency parameters drive the selection of the propellers. For best
efficiency, bigger propellers are best suited. The frame geometry requires that the propellers
are coplanar; furthermore, their diameter must guarantee a sufficient clearance between the
tips. The four setups require different constraints in this regard, as the arm ends become
closer as their number increase: bigger propellers fit the S3A-C setup, smaller one the
S8A-C. Modifying the propeller of each configuration allows maintaining high efficiency;
in this way, each setup relies on the maximum possible propeller size. Although it involves
changing a component depending on the configuration, this solution is simple to apply
and inexpensive. The choice relies on the produced trust T and the absorbed power P.
Both are a function of the propeller diameter D, the rotational speed n, and the air density
ρ, written in consistent units [34]:

T = CTρn2D4 (1)
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P = CPρn3D5 (2)

The two dimensionless coefficients CT and CP are a function of the advance ratio J,
which depends on the propeller pitch p:

J = V/nD (3)

This is due to the term V/n, which defines the advance of the propeller in one
revolution. The pitch is a choice parameter reported by the manufacturers. Explaining this
parameter in Equations (1) and (2) allows highlighting two new dimensionless parameters,
valid for evaluating the propeller performance.

T = Tc pρn2D3 (4)

P = Pc pρn3D4 (5)

Besides the diameter, three other parameters need to be considered while designing
the UAV architecture:

• trust constant, Tc, which adjusts the percentage of absorbed power converted into
thrust. An efficient propeller would see Tc = 1, by converting all the absorbed power
into trust; in practice, this value is less than 1.

• power constant, Pc, which adjusts the absorbed power to ideal conditions. A propeller
with very narrow blades would see Pc = 1; in practice, this value is higher than 1.

• pitch, p, its actual effect on thrust is non-linear. An increase in pitch increases the
generated thrust but also makes the propeller absorb more power. Above a critical
angle, near the propeller stall, the thrusts curve flattens.

Since the diameter of the propeller is already optimized by the choice of the maximum
value compatible with each configuration, the choice relied on the models available on
the market that maximized Tc and minimized Pc. The datasheet of the identified items
is proposed in Table 1. The pitch values relates to manufacturer suggestion; stall with
increasing load is avoided as the pitch to diameter ratio is less than 2/3.

Table 1. Design of a modular drone: datasheet of the Aeronaut propellers defined per each configuration.

Setup Manufacturer Model Dia Pitch Tc Pc

S3A-C→

Aeronaut CamCarbon

13′ 5′ 1.07 0.99
S4A-C→ 13′ 5′ 1.07 0.99
S6A-C→ 11′ 4.5′ 1.07 0.99
S8A-C→ 8′ 4.5′ 1.07 0.99

2.2.2. Motor Design

Brushless motors powered by a direct current source are widespread in multicopters [35];
if compared to brushed motors, they feature higher rotation speed, lower inertia, and a
longer life expectancy. The choice follows an initial screening of the models available on
the market, which depends on several technical features of the drone:

• all-up-weight,
• propeller diameter,
• number of propeller blades,
• propeller pitch,
• battery-rated voltage,
• frame size,
• number of rotors.

XcopterCalc features a tool for evaluating these input parameters and returning the
recommended ranges for three motors performance parameters.
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• rpm / voltage, which represents the number of revolutions per minute at which the
engine rotates without propeller per Volt;

• minimum motor power;
• minimum Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) size, expressed in A.

With these ranges evaluated, the engine database research can be refined with a view
to the optimal model. The UAV understudy features four different setups. Not all the input
parameters keep constant across them, translating into other preliminary evaluations and
different ideal ranges. The all-up weight can be kept constant, assuming that the drone is
fully loaded; the frame size and the battery also, as they are kept in the transition between
one configuration and another. The propeller diameter and, in particular, the number
of rotors change explicitly. Table 2 keeps together the input and the output parameters,
allowing some considerations on the ranges overlap.

Table 2. Design of a modular drone: optimal motor design ranges per each configuration.

Motor Wizard

Input parameters S3A-C S4A-C S6A-C S8A-C

all-up weight 2000 g 2000 g 2000 g 2000 g
n◦ of rotors 3—flat 4—flat 6—flat 8—flat
frame size 580 mm 580 mm 580 mm 580 mm

battery-rated voltage 11.1 V 11.1 V 11.1 V 11.1 V
propeller diameter 13′ 13′ 11′ 8′

propeller pitch 5′ 5′ 4.5′ 4.5′

propeller blades 2 2 2 2

Calculated optimal design ranges

rpm/voltage [rpm/V] → 790–1150 680–1000 740–1070 1090–1580
min. motor power [W] → 415–725 270–475 175–305 155–275

min ESC size [A] → 45–75 30–50 20–35 20–30

The four configurations reflect only partially overlapped recommended ranges: an
ideal design holding for all the setup does not exist. Any choice would favor specific
configurations while penalizing others. This aspect is not to be evaluated negatively, as the
customizability of the UAV will allow the final user to choose the appropriate setup for the
mission. An additional evaluation parameter is weight, which is of strategic importance,
especially in the higher configurations. NeuMotors model 1230/5Y has been selected from
the motors database; Table 3 reports and discusses its datasheet characteristics.

Table 3. Design of a modular drone: datasheet of the NeuMotors model 1230/5Y.

NeuMotors Model 1230/5Y

rpm/voltage 987 KV
body length 33 mm

weight 35 g
idle current 0.5 A @ 10 V

max cont. power 250 W
resistance 0.225 Ω

torque constant 9.698 mNm/A

2.2.3. Electronic Speed Controller Design

The Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) connects each motor to the control unit; these
components are required in the same number of arms of the chosen configuration. As sug-
gested by the name, each ESC controls the motor speed acting as intermediaries. The ESCs
are rated through the maximum current that can sustain. Higher currents can be sustained
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for a short time; the dimensioning needs to consider the current drawn by the motor, higher
with larger propellers and with a high pitch. Table 2 also reports the ranges of minimum
ESC size calculated while designing the motor performance. Additionally, here, the four
configurations only partially overlapped recommended ranges: an ideal design holding for
all the setup does not exist. As for the other components, weight plays an important role,
especially in the higher configurations. As its weight increases as the ESC rate increases,
a preliminary evaluation evaluated to what level the current drawn by the motor could be
contained. As the final results confirm, the maximum current can be kept below 18 A in all
configurations. This is a significant advantage, as it allows filtering the ESCs database for
the lightest and smallest components. Modularity requires that each ESC is installed inside
the hollow part of the arm; keeping the maximum current low allows reducing its size and,
consequently, its weight. In this context, the same reasoning made for the motors applies
with a view to higher configurations. Table 4 details the datasheet of the identified model.

Table 4. Design of a modular drone: datasheet of the KISS 18A ESC.

KISS 18A ESC

input voltage 2–4 S
max continuous amperage 18 A

peak amperage 30 A
width 12 mm
length 23 mm
weight 2 g

3. Design of the Frame Components

A further main feature of this project is that only the electronics are supplied, leaving
the end-user to print in additive manufacturing and subsequently assemble the structural
components. The goal is a flexible platform, which can rapidly evolve and adapt to new
and future requirements. This concept also represents a significant advantage from the
maintenance point of view: any failures of the frame elements can easily be solved by
reprinting the component and reusing the electronics. To this end, the design phase aimed
to limit the number of the individual components: they are in total eight. Those that make
up the central body are in unit quantity, the others depend on the selected combination. All
components are designed to be FFF printed with an affordable and commonly used polymer,
PLA, in home desktop printers. PLA is straightforward to process and is a green material,
as it is biodegradable under certain conditions. The reduced number of components and
the association with the FFF simplify the manufacturing process in producing the essential
elements, upgrades to higher configurations, and replacing damaged parts.

3.1. Design Requirements

The frame of the UAV requires a structural evaluation to verify compliance with the
performance criteria. Parts featuring complex geometries typically undergo a finite element
analysis, in which their shape follows the CAD models without oversimplifications and the
description of the geometric and mechanical boundary conditions can be close to reality.
As in any structural model, it is necessary to define the mechanical properties of the parts.
It is known that FFF-printed parts have an anisotropic behavior [36–39], which can be as
high as 50% within the same component in specific conditions [40]; it is essential to define a
strategy to manage this to set up a constitutive model. In a previous work [31], the authors
proposed a simplified approach to the problem. The mechanical performance of polymeric
3D-printed components improves as the infill percentage increases [41,42]. When it reaches
the maximum value, 100%, the linear infill strategy is the only possible: it requires the
filaments to be deposited in parallel, next to each other, all oriented in the same direction.

Figure 3 illustrate a single layer with linear infill; note that the filaments define three
mutually orthogonal directions:
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• Direction 1, i.e., the one of filaments deposition, defined in the building platform;
• Direction 2, it is normal to the filaments and still defined in the building platform;
• Direction 3, which is normal to both the filaments and the building platform.

In this context, the authors speculated that the components might exhibit an or-
thotropic behavior [43]; under this assumption, the mechanical response would be properly
defined by the 6× 6 matrix of elastic coefficients. The literature already provided signs in
this sense [44–46]; however, it was lacking:

• a coherent definition of the characterization tests setup;
• experimental validation of the predictive capabilities through the mechanical proper-

ties defined.

The lack of a standardized procedure required intermediate steps for their design.
The authors demonstrated that the mechanical behavior of thin components, printed par-
allel to the building platform, can be effectively described by the Classical Lamination
Theory (CLT) [31]. Their mechanical response is properly defined by the 3× 3 matrix of
elastic coefficients; tensile and shear tests can be derived and adapted from those provided
for UniDirectional Composites (UDCs). The parallel in Figure 4 justifies the idea. The geo-
metric similarity is undeniable: long elements develop along with a preferential direction
in both cases, the fibers in UDC laminate and the filaments in FFF parts. The laminate
origins from a set of stacked UDC laminae, the FFF part from linear infill layers.

1

2

3

Figure 3. Material reference system of a layer featuring linear infill. All the filaments are parallel
to direction 1, which lies on the building platform together with direction 2. 3 is the out-of-plane
direction, orthogonal to the building platform.

L
A
M
IN
A
E

LAMINATE

L
A
Y
E
R
S

COMPONENT1

2

3

Figure 4. Comparison between unidirectional laminae, stacked into a laminate, and FFF layers, piled
into a component with a linear infill.

Outside the building platform and its parallel planes, the authors studied the mechan-
ical behavior along direction 3 [47], proposing a comparative study between tensile and
compressive behavior and evaluating the phenomenon of plastic buckling. The authors
also demonstrated in [47–49] that the compressive strength is always higher than the tensile
one in the direction under investigation.
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The left columns of Table 5 summarize the mechanical properties that have been deter-
mined experimentally; the right columns report the mechanical properties provided by the
manufacturer. E, ν, and G denote a Young modulus, a Poisson ratio, and a shear modulus,
respectively; σpro a tensile proportional limit, σmax a tensile strength, and τmax a shear
strength. The experimental properties have been determined on specimens manufactured
with the printing parameters reported in Table 6.

Table 5. Comparison between the experimental mechanical properties under the hypothesis of
orthotropy and those declared by the manufacturer, assuming that PLA keeps isotropic behavior
even after FFF processing.

PLA Mechanical Properties
Experimental (ORT) Datasheet (ISO)

E11 3008 MPa [31] E 3950 MPa [50]
E22 2876 MPa [31] − − −
E33 2894 MPa [47] − − −
ν12 0.286 − [31] ν 0.3 − [50]
G12 1227 MPa [31] G 1182 MPa [50]

σmax
11 56.4 MPa [31] σmax 60.0 MPa [50]

σmax
22 48.0 MPa [31] − − −

σmax
33 17.5 MPa [47] − − −

σ
pro
11 54.0 MPa [31] − − −

σ
pro
22 46.2 MPa [31] − − −

σ
pro
33 13.1 MPa [47] − − −

τmax
12 30.6 MPa [31] − − −

Table 6. Printing parameters used for specimen production in the characterization campaign.

1st layer height 0.20 mm
Gen. layer height 0.10 mm
Nozzle diameter 0.40 mm
Extrusion width 0.50 mm
Infill percentage 100% -
1st layer extrusion temp. 190 ◦C
Extrusion temperature 200 ◦C
Bed temperature 30 ◦C
Extrusion multiplier 1.05 -
Default speed 3000 mm/min
Retraction distance 3 mm

The feedstock material datasheet reports a single elastic coefficient and a single ten-
sile strength; these data imply that the finished parts would have an isotropic behavior.
However, experimental data show that this is not the case. The first result is that the
experimental values referred to the 3D-printed polymer are lower than those declared
for the feedstock material: the finished parts are less stiff and resistant. In addition to
this, the polymer behaves differently along with the three principal directions: the elastic
moduli measured in direction 2 and 3 are similar but lower than that recorded in direction 1.
The distinctions are even more pronounced while considering the tensile strengths. These
results have important implications concerning structural analysis: a first approach could
consider the datasheet mechanical properties, but they are inadequate in predicting the
mechanical response as they globally overestimate the stiffness. At the same time, they
are inaccurate in defining the safety margins as they also overestimate the tensile strength.
The results of the characterization campaign allow overcome some of those limitations,
but they deliver others.
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A 3× 3 stiffness matrix limits the application field to two-dimensional structures;
furthermore, the principal directions in the material reference system lie on the building
platform. Thus, two-dimensional parts, parallel to the build plate, are the only conditions
in which the approach received validation. It is not capable, at the moment, of analyzing
any geometry; this will be possible once the mechanical behavior will be defined up to the
6× 6 stiffness matrix. At the moment, the structural validation of the multicopter is limited
to the mechanical response of some definite components fitting the previous definition due
to their shape and boundary conditions.

3.2. Components of the Frame

This section describes the geometry of the structural elements in the optimized config-
uration and represents the starting point for the subsequent analyses. It will discuss the
geometry and functionality of each component, proposing a printing strategy. This last
point, coupled with its in-service boundary conditions, will identify the suitable parts for
the structure validation.

3.2.1. Main Core Elements

The central body of the UAV consists of an upper and a lower plate. Both the compo-
nents feature an external (and single) rail: their assembly reveals a circular guide, along
which the supporting element of the arms (which will be described in detail below) can slide
up to the location required by the chosen setup. As discussed, their spatial arrangement de-
pends on the setup (that is, on the arm number) and cannot be random but predetermined
to guarantee an appropriate flight management and control strategy. User-friendliness is
essential: 12 anchor point locations are labeled to help the end-user identify them through
a guide table.

The exploded view of the two elements appears in Figure 5. Their assembly is intended
to house and protect all the avionics; thus, the upper plate comes with a cylindrical
wall, enclosing a dedicated volume, and both the plates feature ventilation holes. Both
components are prepared for the installation of a payload. However, the supports are not
predetermined and fixed; printing its own parts leaves the end-user with the burden of
customizing the mounts according to the payload operational requirements.

Figure 5. Graphic rendering of the central/main elements of the frame.
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The plates are 2D components, even if they feature a vertical wall. Their circular
geometry requires a concentric infill rather than a linear one. It still needs to be verified if the
CLT-based approach also applies to this mesostructure and how to adapt the 2D orthotropic
matrix to a reference system in which one of the principal directions is curvilinear (and
concentric). Furthermore, once assembled, it is a box-shaped part with distributed loads
(the avionics installed inside) and boundary conditions (the arm supports), featuring the
same thicknesses of the arm walls. These conditions reduce its criticality in service.

3.2.2. Arms

The arms are the key elements of the frame. Each one is an assembly featuring a box
shape. It comprises three components: an upper and a lower part and a mount in-between
the first two and the central body. Each arm carries a motor, together with its propeller.
The upper element top surface features a set of anchor points needed to fasten the motor
metal casing. A further hole allows sufficient clearance for the lower part of the rotor axis.
The arm assembly box shape defines a space housing the arm electronics and, in particular,
the Electronic Speed Control (ESC). All these features make the arm an all-in-one device,
ready to go upon connection. The complete component can be assembled and disassembled
as needed. The mount connects the two arm elements to the central body; its front shape
is designed to accommodate the two remaining parts of the arm, while the rear mates
with the circular guide of the core. The box shape of the mount is functional to the wiring
and allows the connection to the sockets of the core. The graphic rendering of Figure 6
highlights those features.

Figure 6. Graphic rendering of the arm assembly. The support is colored in gray; the upper and the
lower elements are those in red.

To be assembled, the upper and the lower part run through the mount, which takes
place into the guide. All elements are bound through removable metal fasteners. A single
pin prevents the two parts from sliding inside the mount and ensures an optimal length for
the arms, functional to the propeller clearance in all the setups. A pair of pins constrains
the supporting mount to the core and binds the two central plates simultaneously. Figure 7
reveals the assembly of an arm and the core.
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Figure 7. Exploded view of an arm assembled with the core.

Each arm can be compared to a beam, loaded by a point load at the front, pinned on
the other. Its shape is that of a thin-walled box-like cross-section. Excluding the support,
each arm consists of two almost mirror-like elements, featuring 1.5 mm thick walls. Both
feature a flat and extended bottom surface, which fosters printing both the parts with
this surface adhering to the build plate (see Figure 8a,c). Bending will be the main effect;
consequently, a good printing approach consists of arranging the filaments parallel to the
longitudinal direction to exploit the higher stiffness and strength of this material direction.
The support is an individual part, with a similar printing strategy: it can be produced with
two faces parallel to the building platform. Since the right-end region features an increased
thickness, and the central section an empty socket, the part requires some support element
for production, as presented in Figures 8b,d. Bending is even more critical for this element,
as it is positioned at the root, next to the constraint. For this reason, it is helpful to exploit
the higher stiffness and strength of material direction 1 by arranging the filaments parallel
to the longitudinal direction. Printing the part with its longitudinal axis arranged along the
vertical direction would reduce the need for support material; however, it would be risky,
as bending tensile/compression would develop along with direction 3, which is the weaker.
In these components, bidimensionality and the linear infill coexist. They are also the most
critical, given their boundary conditions. The vertical walls issue exists; however, given
that they are thin and subjected to bending and that the axial stress for bending develops
in the longitudinal direction, a fair compromise to analyze them can be speculated.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Components of the arm: preview of the 3D-printing strategy via FFF. (a) Arm elements, top
view. (b) Support, top view. (c) Arm elements, side view. (d) Support, side view..
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3.2.3. Domes and Landing Gears

The upper and lower spherical covers act as a further shield to the electronics housed
in the core, employing their external surfaces to support different components. Of particular
interest is the lower dome: it defines the volume and the shape, useful for installing a
customizable payload. They also help the drone in flotation in the case of ditching. One of
the two spherical domes can be removed if the payload needs to be in sight of the external
environment (e.g., traditional and thermal cameras). It can be replaced with a transparent
element to keep the protection function. Both components are strongly three-dimensional
parts, which makes them unfit for a CLT-based FE analysis. Furthermore, from a static
point of view, they are not critical parts as they are just shelters. Their impact resistance
and damping capabilities should be verified, but this is outside the scope of this paper.

Landing gears support the UAV on the ground, ensuring a sufficient ground clearance
in landing. They have a cylindrical shape and end with two dedicated supports, fitting the
core circular guide. They are placed in a symmetrical position, one opposite the other and
straddling one arm. From a mechanical perspective, they could be compared with unidi-
rectional (columns) elements. However, the end supports prevent them from being printed
along a defined direction of the 3D-printing reference system. As a consequence, they also
are unfit for a CLT-based FE analysis. Furthermore, they work in compression; given the
UAV weight and the compressive strength of 3D-printed PLA, they are definitely oversized.
The reflection on the impact resistance and damping capabilities also applies here.

The frame weight is crucial in defining the aircraft setup, evaluating its performance,
and assessing the maximum payload. It must also deal with the maximum take-off weight
required by the regulations. Schematically, it is a function of:

• the geometry of the elements,
• the polymeric material,
• the actual setup (e.g., the arm number).

Table 7 discusses the bill of materials of the different configurations; it also reports the
individual weights of each component. The volumic estimation has been made through
CAD; the weights speculate that the components have been printed through Fused Filament
Fabrication using PLA and that a 100% infill featured the printing setup. The last row
discusses the total weights resulting per each configuration.

Table 7. PoliDrone frame weights assessment.

Individual Weights Bill of Materials
Description Weight [g] S3A-C S4A-C S6A-C S8A-C

Upper plate 108.2 1 1 1 1
Bottom plate 77.7 1 1 1 1
Upper arm element 16.0 3 4 6 8
Bottom arm element 20.3 3 4 6 8
Arm support 23.6 3 4 6 8
Upper dome 72.5 1 1 1 1
Bottom dome 87.0 1 1 1 1
Landing gear 49.8 2 2 2 2

Overall structure weight→ 625 g 684 g 804 g 924 g

4. UAV Virtual Testings

The operational configuration of the drone, its actual flight performance, and char-
acteristics, together with its preliminary setup and the selected avionic components, are
the target of this section. This project employed the simulation software xcopterCalc [51],
a powerful tool allowing drone operation simulations with an accuracy in the range ±15%.
It relies upon physical and mathematical models which can simulate the resulting flight
characteristics by defining a configuration setup.
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4.1. Model Setup

The configuration setup requires defining all the avionic components (motors, ESCs,
propellers, and battery), together with the flight environment and the frame configuration.
The geometric specifications and the frame weight vary through the different setups:
this UAV is more complex than a conventional project. For this reason, the study of the
performance has been repeated for each design. In these, the structural weight changes (see
Table 7), while the geometric specifications keep constant as expressed in terms of frame
size, double the length of an arm, from the center to the engine. The avionic components
are discussed in Section 2: they kept constant across all the designs, exception made for the
propellers. The performance reflects a 6000 mAh, 11.1 V battery used up to 90%.

Flight Environment

The environment is a further parameter affecting the simulations. Its characteristics
influence flight performance as they enter the physical and mathematical models through
the air density. The field elevation, the mean air temperature, and the pressure are the
starting data. Those parameters do not geographically limit the UAV; however, with a view
to a future validation of the performance, they reduce the degrees of freedom of the system
and allow comparison with the flight tests directly. It is assumed that the test flights will be
carried out at the facilities of the Politecnico di Torino; the starting point of the simulation,
therefore, considered the mean flight environment recorded by the weather station of the
Università degli Studi di Torino [52] in 2020; see Table 8.

Table 8. Turin flight environment data.

Field Elevation Air Temperature Pressure

254 m ASL 14.8 ◦C 987.1 hPa

4.2. Analysis Results

This section describes the results of the simulations on the architectures proposed
for the aircraft to evaluate their performance. The results are grouped in different tables,
discussing homogeneous parameters and comparing them between the four different
setups. This outline allows a direct comparison between the configurations.

Table 9 compares the weights distribution across the four setups; the following points
are discussed:

• frame: it is that already discussed in Table 7 considering the structural elements of the
UAV;

• drive: it considers the motors, the ESCs, the electrical wires, and the control unit;
• battery: it is constant across all the configuration as they consider the same battery;
• all-up: it defines the take-off weight of the UAV without any additional payload;
• additional payload: it evaluates the payload weight that can be carried, considering

the 2000 g limit previously discussed;
• max payload: it represents the maximum additional load that such configuration

would sustain.

The weight increases while moving through the four configurations, as each arm
carries additional elements with it. This modifies the transport capacities of the UAV,
reducing them while moving towards higher configurations. From this perspective, the end-
user should prefer lower designs if the mission requires a heavy payload.
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Table 9. Preliminary design of PoliDrone multicopter: frame weights.

PoliDrone Multicopter—Preliminary Design

S3A-C S4A-C S6A-C S8A-C

W
ei

gh
ts

Frame 625 g 684 g 804 g 924 g
Drive 161 g 201 g 280 g 359 g

Battery 426 g 426 g 426 g 426 g

ALL-UP 1212 g 1311 g 1510 g 1709 g

Add. Payload 788 g 689 g 490 g 291 g
Max. Payload 1212 g 1756 g 2102 g 912 g

Table 10 discusses the battery-related performance of the UAV:

• load: it defines the discharge rate of the battery, defined as its capacity divided by the
discharge time in hours; lower values indicate that the discharge is faster;

• voltage: it is the calculated battery voltage at the highest current flow.

The table also reports the estimated flight times, assuming the battery is used up to
90% of its capacity:

• the minimum flight time assumes maximum throttle for all the flight long;
• the mixed flight time considers an intermediate scenario between the full throttle and

the hovering;
• the hover flight time relies on the hovering plan only.

Table 10. Preliminary design of PoliDrone multicopter: battery performance estimations. Calcula-
tions are based on a 6000 mAh, 11.1 V battery used up to 90%.

PoliDrone Multicopter—Preliminary Design

S3A-C S4A-C S6A-C S8A-C

Ba
tt

er
y

Load 9.68 C 12.58 C 13.23 C 8.44 C
Voltage 10.44 V 10.24 V 10.19 V 10.52 V

Min. flight time 5.6 min 4.3 min 4.1 min 6.4 min
Mixed flight time 14.2 min 14.0 min 13.7 min 12.6 min

Hovering flight time 19.7 min 20.9 min 20.6 min 16.0 min

The considerations are not trivial, as the trend of the variables considered is not
monotonous. The eight-arm configuration features the lower load, which indicates a fast
discharge and is further confirmed by the shorter hovering time. Therefore, the last setup
is definitely to be ruled out when mission time is a critical feature. The hovering time
is similar between the first three configurations if the minor differences are excluded.
The estimated flight times can be further extended by quickly replacing the battery at the
end of the mission. Figure 9 graphically shows the hovering flight time and payload trends
moving across the four considered configurations.
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Figure 9. Hovering flight time (a) and payload (b) vs. the four different setups.

Table 11 evaluates the performance of the motors. First, it considers optimum efficiency
conditions characterized by the maximum ratio between power delivered and power
absorbed. These results come from a dynamometer test of the motor. Values are then
compared with two operating conditions, that of full throttle and that of hovering. In all
scenarios, the table compares:

• the current draw of each motor, referred to as current;
• the voltage each motor is subject to;
• the Revolutions Per Minute (RPM);
• the absorbed (electrical) and the generated power (mechanical), together with the

efficiency (that is, the ratio between the two);
• the estimated temperature of the motor;
• the power-to-weight ratio, which compares electrical power to the all-up-weight.

All those parameters are referred to the single motor, exception made for the power-
to-weight ratio.

This last parameter indicates the power that the UAV must develop to lift a kilo; a typ-
ical value for multicopters, considered a reference in the hovering phase, is 150 W/kg [53].
More performing and efficient drones can go below 120 W/kg [54]. The S6A-C configu-
ration is the one that performs best from this perspective; it is not characterized by the
maximum mechanical efficiency vs. electric, though, as this is a prerogative of the S8A-C.
In hovering, the current absorbed by the single motor exceeds that expected in optimal
conditions only in the S3A-C configuration; it is gradually lower as the number of arms
increases. The effect is that of an increase in efficiency. The current absorbed is also sig-
nificantly lower than what can be managed by the selected ESC. Each engine operates at
average temperature in this flight condition, slightly above ambient temperature, in all
setups. At full-throttle conditions, the most critical configuration is represented by the
S3A-C, as the current absorbed by the motor exceeds the continuous amperage of the
ESC but is still lower than the peak value (30 A). This result guarantees the possibility of
exploiting the maximum throttle for short intervals without causing damage or excessive
overheating to the component. Furthermore, the maximum engine temperature does not
exceed 50 ◦C in any case.
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Table 11. Preliminary design of PoliDrone multicopter: single-motor performance estimations.
Calculations are based on a 6000 mAh, 11.1 V battery used up to 90%.

PoliDrone Multicopter—Preliminary Design

S3A-C S4A-C S6A-C S8A-C

@
op

ti
m

um
Current 4.80 A 4.77 A 4.72 A 4.67 A
Tension 10.92 V 10.86 V 10.76 V 10.66 V

RPM 9664 9617 9526 9436
Electrical power 52.3 W 51.8 W 50.8 W 49.7 W

Mechanical power 42.1 W 41.7 W 40.8 W 40.0 W
Efficiency 80.4% 80.4% 80.4% 80.4%

@
m

ax
im

um

Current 19.37 A 18.86 A 13.23 A 6.33 A
Tension 10.36 V 10.16 V 10.14 V 10.50 V

RPM 5740 5663 6945 8894
Electrical power 200.6 W 191.7 W 134.2 W 66.5

Mechanical power 110.7 W 106.3 90.5 W 52.9
Power to weight 496.5 W/kg 585.0 W/kg 533.2 W/kg 311.1 W/kg

Efficiency 55.1% 55.4% 67.4% 79.6%
Est. temperature 50 ◦ 48 ◦ 32 ◦ 20 ◦

@
ho

ve
ri

ng

Current 5.48 A 3.87 A 2.62 A 2.52 A
Tension 10.89 V 10.91 V 10.91 V 10.86 V

RPM 3482 3136 3760 5891
Electrical power 59.7 W 42.2 W 28.6 W 27.4 W

Mechanical power 34.7 W 25.3 W 20.1 W 21.7 W
Power to weight 150.5 W/kg 131.0 W/kg 115.5 W/kg 131.1 W/kg

Efficiency 58.1% 60.0% 70.5% 79.0%
Est. temperature 25 ◦ 22 ◦ 18 ◦ 17 ◦

Table 12 summarizes the overall performance of the UAV by summing up the current
and power absorbed and power output of the individual motors in hovering and full-
throttle conditions. The table also shows the thrust-to-weight ratio, a specific parameter
to describe the drone performance and application scenarios. It is not sufficient that a
UAV can lift its own weight; to ensure maneuverability, there must be a residual margin of
deliverable thrust at full throttle [55]. 1:1 means that at full throttle, the thrust generated
by the motors equals the weight; flight is possible if the multicopter retains a residual
percentage thrust of at least 20%. Starting from the minimum value of 1.2, typical values
and applications are the following [56,57]:

• 1.2–1.5: indoor flight, no wind;
• 1.5–1.9: gentle flying under the light wind, good maneuverability;
• 1.9–3.0: heavy wind, excellent maneuverability;
• 3.0–5.0: acrobatic, racing.

The results show that all configurations feature higher ratios than the threshold value,
ensuring the least maneuverability. The minimum falls in correspondence with the eight-
arm design and is equal to 1.8:1; this indicates that the UAV can be hoovered with just
over half throttle. The maximum value is a prerogative of the six-arm setup, characterized
by excellent maneuverability, even in heavy wind conditions, with values at the limit of
aerobatic/racing UAVs. The S4A-C configuration keeps these features; its thrust-to-weight
ratio is only slightly below the maximum value. The first setup has an intermediate value,
but sufficient to deliver excellent maneuverability: it requires less than 50% of full throttle
for hovering flight.
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Table 12. Preliminary design of PoliDrone multicopter: motors performance estimations. Calculations
are based on a 6000 mAh, 11.1 V battery used up to 90%.

PoliDrone Multicopter–Preliminary Design

S3A-C S4A-C S6A-C S8A-C

Trust-to-weight 2.2:1 2.7:1 2.8:1 1.8:1

@
H

ov
er Current 16.44 A 15.47 A 15.70 A 20.19 A

P(in) 182.5 W 171.7 W 174.3 W 224.1 W
P(out) 104.0 W 101.3 W 120.8 W 173.2 W

Efficiency 57.0 % 59.0 % 69.3 % 77.3 %

@
M

ax

Current 58.10 A 75.45 A 79.40 A 50.66 A
P(in) 644.9 W 837.5 W 881.4 W 562.3 W

P(out) 332.0 W 425.2 W 542.8 W 423.5 W
Efficiency 51.5 % 50.8 % 61.6 % 75.3 %

Table 13 closes the picture, providing theoretical estimates of some flight parameters
of fundamental importance for the end-user in evaluating the UAV setups application to
different scenarios. The table discusses:

• the highest tilt angle the multicopter would sustain in hovering;
• the highest forward speed of the considered setup at full throttle and maximum tilt

angle;
• the maximum flight range;
• the maximum climb rate.

The downstream calculation of the last three parameters implies a standard drag,
i.e., calculated based on a standard reference geometry and a conservative drag coefficient
Cd = 1.3. The model assumes that in the top view, the UAV has 2.5 cm wide arms,
and the core hub is as big as possible, considering the input frame size and the diameter
of the propeller in symmetric design; all the items are supposed to be 10 cm thick. This
calculation provides a fair indication of the performance; the actual values will be subject to
recalculation once the final geometry has been defined and the drag coefficient evaluated.

In terms of tilt angle, note how the S4A-C and S6A-C setups reach the highest values
and are equivalent. The maximum speed is in the order of 50 km/h; even if it is just a
relative value, based on the assumed drag effects, it cannot be a choice parameter, as it
is aligned between the different setups. The estimated range exceeds 3 km and reaches
the maximum value in correspondence with the S8A-C setup; this is the image of the
greater efficiency of this configuration. The six-arm setup, on the other hand, features
the maximum climb rate. Figure 10 graphically shows the thrust-to-weight ratio and the
estimated range trends moving across the four considered configurations.

Table 13. Preliminary design of PoliDrone multicopter: flight performance estimations. Calculations
are based on a 6000 mAh, 11.1 V battery used up to 90%.

PoliDrone Multicopter—Preliminary Design

S3A-C S4A-C S6A-C S8A-C

Ef
fic

ie
nc

y Max tilt 58 ◦ 65 ◦ 65 ◦ 49 ◦

Max speed 47 km/h 49 km/h 53 km/h 50 km/h
Est range 3458 m 3373 m 3554 m 3906 m

Climb rate 5.2 m/s 6.0 m/s 6.8 m/s 5.5 m/s
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Figure 10. Thrust-to-weight ratio (a) and estimated range (b) vs. the four different setups.

5. FEM Modeling of the Arm Assembly

The following section proposes a stiffness and dimensional adequacy validation of
these components in a severe condition: the multirotor is at its MTOW; it accelerates at the
maximum throttle to take off vertically. It is assumed an equal distribution of thrust among
the arms; the S3A-C is considered, representing the worst-case.

5.1. Model Setup

The three components have been modeled as three different parts through SolidWorks.
Before proceeding with the analysis through the suite MSC Nastran & Patran, the geometry
underwent a simplification process, basically removing all fillets. This simplification
transformed the assembly into hollow parallelepipeds-like with four orthogonal faces of
constant thickness. Then, the output geometry in the proprietary CAD format (.sldprt)
has been converted into Parasolid (.x_t extension); such a conversion allows exchanging
it to other software. Removing the fillets simplifies the process of converting a three-
dimensional geometry into a set of two-dimensional surfaces. The model cannot be directly
analyzed with the available mechanical properties, as three-dimensional components
require 3D mesh elements, then 3D constitutive models to define the material properties.
Each arm element has been simplified through a surrogate shell representation, which used
the Create Midsurface tool; Figure 11 shows the outcome.

Figure 11. FE model, model setup: surrogate shell representation of the arm assembly for FE analysis.

The figure also presents the global reference system of the analysis: the Y axis goes
along with the longitudinal direction, the X points down. The thickness information will
be recovered while defining the shell properties, keeping consistency with the original
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CAD. A partial overlap is present among the representative mid-surfaces; this point also
can be fixed in shell properties definition by introducing appropriate offsets. Removing
the fillets simplified this process, as it allowed reducing the solid into four surfaces only,
for the arm elements, plus four more for the support.

5.1.1. Boundary Conditions

The regulations previously discussed require the MTOW to be less than 2 kg, which
is ≈20 N. The Trust-to-Weight (TtW) of S3A-C setup has been estimated to be 2.2:1
(see Table 11), meaning that at full throttle, a trust 2.2 times the weight can be gener-
ated by the engines. Consequently, the thrust due to each single-engine simply derives
from Equation (6).

L =
TtW×MTOW

arm n◦
=

2.2× 20 N
3

= 14.7 N (6)

Four anchor points transmit the load from the motor metal casing to the arm through
threaded fittings. The load calculated through Equation (6) acts equally on four annuli
concentric with the anchoring points of the motor metal casing. The motor is secured to
the arm via four bolts; the model assumes that each head rests on an M6 washer, whose
external diameter is 12.5 mm and represents the contact surface. For what concerns the
constraints, pinned edges are supposed for the rear region of the support (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. FE model, model setup: Constraint boundary conditions applied on the arm support.

The contact relationships between the surfaces required a coherent definition to match
the assembly. The FE model assumes an ideal adhesion between the horizontal surfaces of
the upper and lower arm elements and those of the support. It is an idealization of reality,
supported by the compression preload due to the fasteners. The model considers a simple
contact for what concerns the lateral surfaces, allowing only normal compressive forces to
be exchanged, ensuring no interpenetration but not excluding other relative movements.
The upper and lower elements of the arm are joined together through the mesh nodes after
its definition.

5.1.2. Mesh and Properties Definition

The discretization considered 2D shell elements with Quad4 topology. MSC Hybrid
mesher was used, as IsoMesh is not compatible with non-isoparametric surfaces, such
as those derived from a solid of a general shape. Hybrid mesher has the benefit of also
including triangular elements where needed not to distort the grid. Starting from the Global
Edge Length (GEL) suggested by the pre-processor, the solution convergence was verified in
terms of the total strain energy and a flag result, the tip deflection. Table 14 and Figure 13
deepen the convergence analysis. It turns out that denser meshes result in practically
identical results once excluded from the initial adjustments. Therefore, GEL = 2 has been
considered throughout the analysis. This mesh involves 19 elements around the edges of
the smaller holes and 32 around the edge of the bigger one (see Figure 14).
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Table 14. Mesh convergence through gradually smaller element dimensions, expressed in terms of
Global Edge Length.

GEL Nodes No. Elements No. Total Strain Energy utip
mm [10−3 J] [mm]

10 3229 2741 9.126 −1.0
7.5 3489 2978 5.342 −1.0
6 3618 3086 5.330 −1.0
5 3801 3269 4.922 −1.0
4 4324 3769 4.995 −1.0
3 5277 4725 4.869 −1.0
2 8215 7662 4.809 −1.0
1 23,297 22,639 4.787 −1.0
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Figure 13. FE model, model setup: convergence analysis of the total strain energy vs. the global
edge length.

Once the mesh has been defined, the upper and lower arm elements have been
welded, using the equivalence tool to bond the superposed nodes of different surfaces and
delete duplicates.

Figure 14. FE model: PoliDrone arm meshed with Quad4 2D shell elements via MSC Hybrid mesher.

The element properties definition requires a separate discussion. The manufacturing
strategy showed in Figures Figure 8a–d implies that the mechanical behavior of only the
upper and lower surfaces of the assembly follows the in-plane mechanical properties of
Table 5. The vertical walls of the assembly are still thin surfaces, but they are arranged on the
1–3 plane in the material reference system. The feedstock mechanical properties cannot be
used as non-representing the finished part. A fair compromise can be obtained by analyzing
the load case of those walls. The bending behavior about the transverse direction is the main
effect, resulting in axial stresses along the longitudinal direction. The vertical walls are thin
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enough to be built with peripheral filaments only; in the rectilinear section of the vertical
walls, the longitudinal directions coincide with direction 1 and the transverse with direction
2. The peripheral filaments of the wall make it develop along with the “local” direction
1 even in the curved region. Consequently, the authors defined an isotropic constitutive
model through the in-plane direction 1 mechanical properties. It is a simplification endorsed
by the previous reasoning and by the mild orthotropy of the material.

2D shell elements rely on First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT), which re-
quires more elastic coefficients than CLT as it is based on a 5× 5 matrix. CLT may be
retrieved from FSDT by shear penalization; this allows tracing the constitutive model back
to Kirchhoff kinematics. For this reason, out-of-plane shear stiffness coefficients have been
set to several order of magnitude higher than the values at stake. To summarize, the FEA
considers the following constitutive models:

• A 2D orthotropic material for a single layer, defined through the in-plane elastic coef-
ficients of Table 5. The 5× 5 stiffness matrix has been traced back to the 3× 3 stiffness
matrix with appropriate penalties over the shear moduli G23 and G13. The layers have
been laid up with their real raster angle and thickness, thus defining a laminated
composite. This model defined the mechanical behavior of the lower and upper
surfaces.

• A 2D isotropic constitutive model, defined through the in-plane direction 1 elastic
coefficient of Table 5. For consistency with the previous model and to keep the
kinematics unaltered, the isotropic coefficients have been supplied in a 2D orthotropic
model. It defines the mechanical properties of the lateral surfaces.

5.2. Analysis Results

Figure 15 presents the map of the transverse displacement in the bending direction.
Figure 16a,b show the map of the axial component (Y direction) of the stress tensor; the
double plot allows displaying the results from both the top and the bottom point of view.
Figure 17a,b show the maps of the transverse stress components, in X and Z directions.
They might play a marginal role as the mechanical response of the arm is bending: the
lower horizontal surfaces undergo tensile stresses; the upper surfaces compressive ones.
Axial stresses grow from the arm tip towards the root; the interface regions between the
two arm elements and the support show a certain discontinuity due to the different contact
nature between lateral and upper/lower surfaces. One of the most stressed regions appears
to be that of the anchor point of the motor. The load is applied there, but this also depends
on its direction in the model: it points towards X direction and does not follow the rotation
of the application region due to arm bending.

Figure 15. Transverse displacement map (X direction), superimposed on the arm deformed shape.
The results are expressed in mm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 16. Axial component (Y direction) of the stress tensor map, superimposed on the arm deformed shape. The results
are expressed in MPa. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.

The limit values of σyy are 2.70 MPa and −2.70 MPa, as shown in Figure 16. They
take place in a symmetrical position over the top and the bottom surfaces of the whole
assembly; they are also symmetric in the lateral surfaces with respect to a horizontal mid-
plane. σyy coincides with σ11 in the material reference system in almost all the regions of
the assembly because all the filaments point toward the axial direction; this excludes the
curved lateral surfaces. The limit values of σxx are 0.80 MPa and −1.10 MPa, as shown
in Figure 17a. It is defined in the lateral surfaces only because it points along with the
thickness direction of the shell elements elsewhere (thus it equals 0). Where it is defined, it
coincides with σ33 in the material reference system. The limit values of σzz are 3.00 MPa and
−1.00 MPa, as shown in Figure 17b; the highest values manifest in the motor anchoring
region. In the upper and lower surfaces of the assembly, σzz coincides with σ22 due to the
filament deposition direction. It is not defined in the lateral surfaces (thus it equals 0) as it
points towards the thickness direction of the shell elements.

(a) (b)

Figure 17. Transverse components of the stress tensor map, superimposed on the arm deformed shape. The results are
expressed in MPa. (a) X component. (b) Z component.

Even if a failure criterion has not been developed, the parallel with unidirectional
composites can be exploited once again by evaluating the failure indices through the
Maximum Stress Criterion. Figure 18 shows the failure indices in the top and bottom
surfaces of the arm; Figure 19 shows those in the top and bottom surfaces of the support.
Both the fringes respect Table 5 values for failure limits. The compressive stress limits
coincide with the tensile ones; the latter are always lower than the firsts, as discussed
in Section 3, so this might be considered a conservative approach. The bonding shear
strength is assumed to coincide with the shear stress limit; given the peculiarities of the
production technology, and the differences with the actual lamination in composites, it is
impossible to split the two effects. The highest value is minimal in both the components,
as it keeps below 0.05. Please note that an analogous evaluation cannot be performed in
the lateral surfaces, where the model assumed an isotropic constitutive model. Figure 20
reports the Von Mises stresses distribution in the lateral surfaces of the support. Those
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surfaces develop along with the 1–3 plane in the 3D-printing reference system. The highest
value, 2.2 MPa, keeps well below the lowest tensile strength found for PLA in the material
reference system. The same applies to all the individual components of the stress tensor,
as detailed before.

Although the individual panels have a limited thickness, the cross-section is consider-
able and offers its highest moment of inertia to the axis around which bending takes place.
Further optimization could be attempted; however, it is difficult to achieve at this stage for
the following reasons:

• the hollow section is aimed to house the avionics; its horizontal and vertical surfaces
guarantee waterproofing in the case of a water landing,

• reducing the stiffness of the arm would result in an increased deflection under the
same load, which would modify the application line of the thrust,

• decreasing the wall thickness would reduce the impact resistance of the frame.

Figure 18. Failure indices in the top and bottom surfaces of the arm; Maximum Stress Criterion.

Figure 19. Failure indices in the top and bottom surfaces of the support; Maximum Stress Criterion.

Figure 20. Von Mises stresses distribution in the lateral surfaces of the support (left) and of the arm
(right).

6. Conclusions and Future Developments

This work presented the architecture and design of a customizable multirotor. Its
customizability allows the end-user to vary the performances of the UAV, adapting them to
the required mission profile. This feature is a significant advantage as it enables the platform
to adapt and does not require its replacement. This framework integrates non-custom
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avionics, i.e., components already available on the market; it exploits Fused Filament
Fabrication technology for frame components production. By excluding the payload,
limited by the MTOW for regulatory reasons, the discussion showed how the individual
performance indices do not follow a monotonous trend while moving from lower to
higher configurations. The guiding element for the choice of avionic components was the
individual weight. This choice is of critical importance from the perspective of modularity,
as the transition to higher configurations implies adding additional components to the
UAV. The same reasoning can be applied to the structural elements of the frame: their
optimization would reduce the Operating Empty Weight and improve its performance and
load capacities.

From this perspective, setting the basis for structural analysis is fundamental. 3D-
printed components with 100% infill percentage and a linear infill manifest an orthotropic
behavior; previous works paved the way for standardizing the in-plane mechanical char-
acterization and validated the analysis results. However, this approach does not allow
analyzing any component; it is intrinsically limited to thin parts arranged on the 1–2 plane
in the structure reference system. The structural validation is then limited to the mechanical
response of some defined elements of the frame.

The analysis proved that the design is adequate and measured to the surrounding
conditions; however, the validation could only be performed from the Maximum Stress Cri-
terion perspective. This application example highlights that a failure criterion specifically
designed for FFF 3D-printed parts does not exist; failure modes still need to be studied to
define specific criteria in this field. The calculated stresses are of an order of magnitude less
than the yielding/failure values previously described; in the perspective of a preliminary
evaluation of the structural response of those frame elements, the arm assembly can be
considered to be validated.
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